
Toytastrophe Powers Guide 
Hearts 
 Window Card: Play a pip (i.e., 2-10, not a face card) ♥ face up; all of your Toyminators 
within range, including this one, add ♥# to their strikes and defenses until your next round. A 
Toyminator may only benefit from one window card; if more window cards are in play, add the 
highest value only.  

 Heal: Add ♥# of health tokens to Toyminators within range. Distribute them among 
Toyminators however you wish. No one may be healed above their starting number. 

 Shield: Defend this or any other Toyminators in range by playing a ♥ of at least the attack 
value. 

Clubs 
 Multi-Strike: ♣# targets within range each suffer a ♣# attack. No target is affected more 
than once.  If any target blocks the attack, no targets are affected. 
  
 Double Tap: Play along with a strike of any suit and value. Make a ♣# strike in addition to 
the initial strike. Both attacks need not target the same Toyminator, but each strike must be di-
rected at a target within its own range. 

 Counterattack: Defend this Toyminator by playing a ♣ of at least attack value, and then 
make an immediate attack at ♣# against the origin of the first attack. This power is always in 
range. 

 Ranged Assault: Make a ♣# attack against any target regardless of range; normal cover 
rules apply. 

 Stealth: Whenever you play ♣ as a strike, you may choose to play it face down. Reveal the 
card after the defender has played her defense (if any).  
  
Diamonds 
 Yoink: Target Toyminator's player must reveal his hand and you may then choose one card 
of less than ♦# from his hand; if the target lacks a lower-value card, he must surrender his lowest 
value card. This card is then placed in your hand.  

 Speed: When playing a ♦ to move or charge with this Toyminator you may move it 2x the 
normal distance. Medium and Large Toyminators may not play face cards to move with this 
power.   
  
 Summon: Play a pip (i.e. 2-10, not a face card) ♦ face up and touching this Toyminator. 
This is now a creature that can move ♦ inches on your round and make a ♦# strike on your round 



but may only strike targets it touches (its movements may be considered charges). It will be de-
stroyed by a ♦# or better strike. If available, a small size Toy should be put on top of the card. 
  
 Thievery: Swap ♦ for any face-up card, or for a hidden card (draw randomly), or for a card 
as it is being played (if replacing a card played with a non-diamond power, the power still takes 
effect but with the ♦ value. 

 Lucky Streak:  Draw ♦# cards from the top of the draw deck. Look at them without reveal-
ing them to anyone else. Place them back on the same draw deck, face down and in any order. 
Keep one card for your hand. An enemy Toyminator must be in range to use this power. 

No Suit  
 Health: You begin play with one extra health token (usually bringing your total to 4), and 
your maximum number of health tokens is raised by one. 

 Zap: This power may only be purchased by a Toyminator represented by a toy with the 
ability to shoot, smack or otherwise wallop another Toy. Once per game this Toyminator may use 
this ability; any Toyminators physically hit loose one health. This does not use an action or a 
card. Due to the variety of toys, you must discus with your opponent how this power will be used 
before play begins; if you cannot come to a consensus on how it will be applied, this power may 
not be taken. 

 Link: At the beginning of the game or at the end of any round you may declare that any 
number of touching friendly Toyminators with Link are “Linked.” Linked Toyminators gain the 
following benefits: 
1) The controller of the linked Toyminators can always choose which of his linked Toymina-
tors will be targeted by strikes or offensive powers that target any of the linked Toyminators. 
2) If any linked Toyminator plays a card for movement, all of the linked Toyminators may 
move the same distance so long as they are touching at the end of the movement.  

 Mount: Any number of friendly toyminators may be placed in or on this Toyminator so 
long as their physical toys will fit or balance. When the Toyminator with Mount moves, all others 
are moved as well. If the "riders" are not visible from outside, they may not be targeted by pow-
ers or strikes and may not use powers or strikes. The toyminator with Mount does not grant cover 
or any other benefit to the riders.  


